Côr™ Home Automation

The Heart of a Smarter Home

Innovation
In 1902, a determined engineer answered one of
mankind’s most nagging questions: How do we
make hot, sticky, indoor air go away? In creating
the world’s first modern air conditioner, Willis
Carrier forever changed indoor life. More than a
century later, the company that bears his name
takes inspiration from his example.

Carrier continues to improve on our founder’s
breakthroughs, introducing new technologies that
make life at home not only more comfortable but
safer, more efficient, and more connected. Côr
Home Automation, the heart of a smarter home,
offers a simple, yet powerful system for monitoring
and controlling your home environment, wherever
you are, through your smartphone or tablet.

Smart Meets Simple
Côr™ Home Automation gives today’s more mobile
homeowner the power of knowing everything from
when a door or window is open, to when a basement
is flooding to when smoke or carbon monoxide are
present. It provides a portal for managing comfort,

monitoring children, and turning small appliances on
or off. It can trigger a series of automations, or send
out alerts. Perfect for a primary residence, a vacation
property or both, it’s everything you need for a
smarter, more secure, more connected home.

Getting close to home? Geofencing uses your smartphone to sense your approach, triggering a series of automations such as having the porch
light to turn on and the front door to unlock.

Our Team of Experts
Côr™ Home Automation comes from a combined brain trust that includes Carrier
and our vast dealer network; Interlogix, one of the most recognized names in
security; and Kidde, renowned for its life safety products. Working together,
this connected team of experts offers everything you need to make your
home safer and more secure, as well as more comfortable and efficient.

Build It Your Way
Flexibility & Control
Côr™ Home Automation gives you the ultimate in
flexibility. You can start with the basics and build your
system as needs arise. Or, go ahead and create a
more comprehensive system now. Either way, you can

enjoy enhanced home security and the convenience of
automation with no monitoring fees. And you can
always upgrade to a professional monitoring service
for an even higher level of security.

The Smart Start Kit
Our Smart Start Kit provides the hardware you need
to create a safer, smarter, more secure home. The kit
includes the home automation hub and hub stand,
three door/window sensors, one motion sensor, one
water sensor, and one light module.

Professionally installed by your certified Carrier ®
dealer’s technician, it only takes a few minutes to
connect your smart phone and download our
Côr™ Home Automation app.

Home Automation Hub

Motion Sensor

The home automation hub is
the brains of the operation.
Once it’s installed and set up,
you can control everything from
your smart phone or tablet.

When movement is detected,
it can turn on a light, send an
alert or trigger a pre-assigned
series of commands.

Hub Stand

Water Sensor

Place the hub on a convenient
desktop using the hub stand if
you don’t want it wall-mounted
like a traditional security panel.

Ideal for rooms susceptible
to water damage or flooding,
this sensor provides fast
notification of water infiltration.

Door/Window Sensors

Light Module

These sensors can send an alert
or trigger a pre-assigned series
of commands when a window or
door is opened.

Control lighting and small
appliances automatically or
manually, even when you are
not home.

Comfort at Your Command
To take command of your comfort, select any Carrier thermostat
that will integrate with the Côr™ Home Automation hub. When
you select the Côr thermostat as part of the equation, you’ll be
rewarded with increased efficiency at an average savings of 20%
on heating and cooling energy costs.*

*Based on a 2012 third party study comparing Carrier ® Côr™ technology to the
estimated cost of a non-programmable thermostat set at 72° F at all times.

20%
Average heating
and cooling
energy savings*

Options & Accessories: Add-Ons for Now... or Down the Road
Our comprehensive catalog
of system components and
additions let you take your
system beyond the basics with
glass break sensors, door locks,
cameras, dimmers and more.

Lifestyle/Convenience
Côr™ Wi-Fi® Thermostat

Freeze Sensor

TP-WEM01

60-742-95R

Communicates with your home
automation hub to provide remote
access to your home’s heating and
cooling system.

Detects temperatures below
41° F and sends an alarm.
Reverts to normal when
temperature rises above 50° F.

Z-Wave® Wall Outlet

Water Sensor

IS-ZW-WR-1

60-744-95R

Remotely turn power on or off to devices
plugged into this outlet.

Provides timely notification of
water leaks for quick response
and damage control.

Z-Wave® Light Module

Key Fob

IS-ZW-LM-1

600-1064-95R

Plug this into your standard wall outlet
for remote control over lighting. Allows
you to turn on, off, or dim.

Perform basic security functions
from nearly anywhere using this
compact device.

Z-Wave® Light/Appliance Module

Z-Wave® Wall Dimmer Switch

IS-ZW-AM-1

IS-ZW-DS-1

Plug this into your standard wall outlet
for remote control over turning lights/
appliances on or off.

Control brightness manually using the
wall dimmer switch remotely through
your mobile device.

Z-Wave® Door Lock
B1L
Lock or unlock doors key-free. Illuminated
keypad makes entry a breeze.

Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance Corporation.
Z-Wave® is a registered trademark of Sigma Designs, Inc.

Smart Start Kit
HA-6400-KIT-S
Before you add on, you’ll need our standard
starter package. Each kit is identical, but you
can work with your contractor to customize a
system that works for you.

Security
1.3 MPx Outdoor Camera

Garage Door Sensor

TVW-3120

TX-8010-01-1

Keep an eye on your home with this highdefinition, Wi-Fi® camera. An integrated
browser allows live remote viewing and
listening, as well as playback of recorded
audio and video.

Motion Sensor
60-807-95R
Our motion sensor detects movement
and includes special processing that
prevents false alarms from small pets
weighing up to 40 pounds.

Provides peace of mind by letting you
know when your garage door is up.
Other Peripheral Accessories Available (Not Shown):

External 3 Meter Antenna
Battery 6DC, 2.3A
Power Supply 9V, 2A
3G Cell Module

ZW-ANT3M
ZW-BAT21A
ZW-PS9V
ZW-HSPA

Life Safety

Glass Break Sensor

Smoke Detector

60-873-95

TX-6010-01-1

Recognizes the sound of glass breaking
and sends you or your monitoring
company an alert.

Sounds an alarm when a high
temperature (135° F) or a rapid rise in
temperature is detected.

Door/Window Sensor

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Detector

TX-1012-01-1

TX-6310-01-1

Wireless module detects opening and
closing of doors and windows.

Wireless CO alarm accurately and
reliably alerts you about potentially
dangerous levels of CO in the home.

Recessed Door Contact

Personal Panic Button

TX-1510-01

TX-4200-01-1

Concealed inside the door frame
for discreet sensing of when a
door is opened or closed.

Water-resistant and wireless, when
activated this device can send notification
to your specified emergency contact or
monitoring company.

Connect to Customization
Control It Your Way
Download the Côr™ Home Automation app
to your smart phone, tablet or other internetenabled device, and your home is at your
command. With the app, you have the ability
to monitor activities and make adjustments
to thermostat settings, lighting, locks and
more. And you have the ultimate flexibility to
do it from home, from the road, or virtually
anywhere in the internet-connected world.

Take It to the Next Level
Côr™ Home Automation offers the versatility to meet a
variety of needs, from traditional security for your main
home or a vacation home... or for monitoring aging

parents or younger children. And, you can take it to the
next level with our full line of add-ons and accessories
or by creating customized automations.

Vacation Home

Aging Parents

Monitor Children

Keep track of when it’s occupied or
when there are unwelcome intruders,
monitor energy use through lighting
and temperature control, or get alerts
for emergencies such as flooding.

Include a personal panic button
to provide timely assistance to
an aging parent, or use a motion
sensor to check for activity.

Monitor gaming system use
with the ability to power it off,
or place a door sensor on a
safe or cabinet.

Côr™ Competency – A Simply Smarter Home

Motion Sensor:

Light Module:

Côr™ Hub:

Lights can be turned
on or off, or dimmed
without getting up

Designed to be
placed within easy
reach (or out of sight)

Cues lighting or simply
alerts to movement
within the home

Smoke Detector:
Provides life-saving
smoke monitoring

Outdoor Camera:
Keeps a watchful eye
over things while
homeowners are gone

Côr™ Wi-Fi®
Thermostat:
Controls home
climate anytime,
remotely, from
virtually anywhere

Door/Window
Sensor:
Tells when a
window is opened
or left that way

Best of all,
homeowners
can do it all
from their
smartphones
or tablets

Carbon Monoxide
Detector:
Protects families from
the invisible threat of
carbon monoxide 24/7

Glass-Break Sensor:

Door Lock:

Water Sensor:

Instantly detects and
sends a signal indicating
broken glass

Locks or unlocks
doors key-free,
from a foot or a
continent away

Alerts to water leakage
problems before they
become expensive ones

Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance Corporation.

Automatic alerts on your
mobile device keep you in the
know when you are on the go.

Take charge of your indoor
comfort with a compatible
Wi-Fi® thermostat.
Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark
of the Wi-Fi Alliance Corporation.

Z-Wave® technology
helps control lights,
unlock doors or turn
on small appliances.

Keep an eye on your
home – inside and out
– with remote camera
viewing wherever you are.

Expert Setup and Service
Your certified Carrier ® dealer is equipped to evaluate
your home and create a customized system designed
around your lifestyle. And when your needs extend

beyond our dealers’ normal range of services, you can
expect the same level of professionalism and excellence
from their affiliated service providers.

Taking the First Step
The first step towards enhanced safety, security and comfort for your home
involves identifying a qualified Carrier dealer near you. Our dealer locator
can help you find one in your area. Visit www.carrier.com/homecomfort
and follow the Find a Dealer in Your Neck of the Woods link.

Backed by Warranty Protection
Côr™ Home Automation warrants this product against failure due to
defects in materials or workmanship under normal use and maintenance.
This two-year parts-only limited warranty starts from the date of original
installation for the original purchasing owner and subsequent owners.
Full warranty information is available at www.corhomeautomation.com.
Lastly, our customer support team is always ready to answer your questions as well at:
(844) My-Cor-Home
(844) 692-6746

01-811-20444-01

carrier.com 1-800-CARRIER
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